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Andrew Gn is luxury-loving. 
Across the seasons his collections breathe 
sophistication, allure and edge. As the lights 
dimmed for the SS16 presentation at the Palais 
De Tokyo, the industrial, beige washed space 
had projections of purple and yellow laced 
butterflies on the walls. Before the official 
start, a gravelly, sombre voice opened the 
show: “Andrew Gn will not be coming out at 
the end.” Due to an emergency operation the 
designer was in recovery but that did not stop 
the raucous reception after each piece graced 
the catwalk. The final words of the ominous yet 

soothing voice were, “Andrew has worked on this collection until the last moment, with all his 
passion and determination” and it certainly showed. 

The pulsing music as well as the two distinct aesthetics that 
came to life show Andrew’s versatility and ability to play. The first 
part of the SS16 collection conjures holidays. It evokes fresh sea air 
and summer, sun-kissed moments. Going away, from Deauville to 
Brittany and Biarritz, moving through a palette of blues, black and 
white. One then travels further to more distant countries. There is 
a strong hint of primitive geometric design in his SS16 collection. 
The second part is inspired by a Chinese imperial porcelain bowl 
given to Andrew by his parents when he was 15 years old. This 
bowl has the most delicate paintings of butterflies, plants and 
flowers, which he transposed in prints and fine embroideries. It’s 
extremely colourful, joyful and quirky. 

You’ll notice in the SS16 collection the use of denim - 
done in the style of a linen shift dress, jumpsuit and a pea 
coat. It ’s the epitome of freshness, cool play and rugged beauty. 
The crepe dress, gathered at the sleeves with fun frill details, 
trimmed with multi-coloured strass embroideries was a superb 
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highlight as was the bright orange porcelain-print 
triple crepe fitted dress and the sky blue georgette 
evening gown - stunning flow and grace. We cannot 
wait to see the brand evolve further and until then 
we’re basking in that signature butterfly motif. 

Andrew Gn was born in Singapore in 1966, 
the youngest of three brothers and two  sisters.
In 1986, Andrew enrolled in the renowned Saint 
Martins Schools of Art in London. 

While majoring in Fashion Design at Saint 
Martins, Andrew won the FrenchConnection Award, 
sponsored by the English/French Chamber of 
Commerce, which was open to all the fashion colleges 
in the United Kingdom. Andrew also participated in 
the Design Exchange programme at Parsons School 
of Design for a term. He returned to Saint Martins to 
complete his Bachelor of Art degree in December 1989.

The following year, Andrew moved to Milan to attend the prestigious 
Domus Academy. There his professors included Romeo Gigli, Luciano 
Soprani, Anna Piaggi and Gianfranco Ferre. While studying, he freelanced 
for Ratti, a textile company, and for the fashion house Basile. After receiving 

his Masters of Art in 1992, Andrew accepted the offer to assist 
Emanuel Ungaro in Paris. In 1996, Andrew decided it was time to 
strike out on his own, launching the Andrew Gn collection which 
is mainly manufactured in France. Now the line Andrew Gn is 
available at Bergdorf Goodman and on bergdorfgoodman.com, 
Coplon’s (Charlotte, Colombia, NC), Esti’s (Brooklyn), Neapolitan 
(Winnetka, IL), Saks Jandel (Chevy Chase, DC), Tootsies 
(Houston, Dallas, TX), Harrods (London), The Room, Hudson’s 
Bay (Toronto), CiCino, Kokko (Vancouver), Al Aouj Fashion, 
Harvey Nichols (Kuwait), Boutique 1, BySymphony (Dubai), Saks 
Fifth Avenue (Dubai, Bahrain, Riyadh), Al Rubaiyat ( Jeddah), 
51East, Per Lei (Qatar), The Swank (Hong Kong), E’How, 
Level6ix (Taipei, Taiwan), Minoshin (Taichung, Taiwan), Tast 
Boutique (Kaohsiung, Taiwan), Vesna, Tsum, Grey Key (Moscow), 
Harvey Nichols, Emporium (Baku), Sauvage, Almaty and many 
other stores in the world. Andrew Gn dresses prominent celebrities 
such as Jessica Chastain, Emma Stone, Amanda Seyfried, Amy 
Adams, Anne Hathaway among a host of glittering stars. 

“the first part 
of the ss16 

collection conjures 
holidays. it evokes 
fresh sea air and 
summer, sun-

kissed moments” 
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there’s so much to gush about 
with the ss16 collection. 

enjoy its carefree bliss, the 
unexpected but fabulous 
asymmetric structures,  
the whimsical botanical  

flow and of course  
the art

KAleidoscopic
creAtions
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Where beauty and history meet
Al Ali Shopping Complex
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